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Editorial

Thank a Pastor!

With Thanksgiving right around the corner, I invite you to thank the Lord for a pastor you know. Now, I am aware that many
of our readers ARE pastors, but I am also
confident that pastors know other pastors. In
fact, you can probably think of some that are
hurting. Thank God for them and their service, and take some time to contact them personally and thank them for the willingness to
serve where God has placed them.
In view of this month’s cover story, “It’s
OK to Pastor a Church That Isn’t Growing
in Numbers”, I encourage pastors to help lift
each other up! Send someone you know that
is in a discouraging situation a copy of the
cover story. Let them know that all pastors
serving where God calls them are heroes.
While members of their church might tell
them they are grateful for their service this
Thanksgiving, I can’t think of anything that
would mean more than to hear it from other
pastors who are there to support them.
So, this year when you are thanking God
for all of His blessings, seek an opportunity
The American Church Magazine®

to uplift another pastor! Remind them that it
is a blessing to get to serve our Lord, regardless of the assignment He has given. Remind
them that their service to their congregations,
regardless of how old and how small, is vital
in the Kingdom of Heaven!
And, just in case no one else tells you
they are grateful for what you are doing, if
you are a pastor, I am grateful for you and
your ministry. Keep on the path and remain
faithful to what God has called you to do!
Together We Serve Him,

Steve Hewitt
steve@cdpublishers.com
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Cover Story

It’s OK to Pastor a
Church That Isn’t
Growing in Numbers!
By Steve Hewitt

I

recently returned from The Future of the Church Summit, sponsored by Group Publishing, and the future doesn’t look that positive
for many churches. Some reports show that 80% - 85% of all churches
in America are either in decline or stagnate when it comes to membership numbers and attendance. Other reports state that 50% of
pastors would like to quit, and as many as 85% are discouraged. I am
going to assume that these two stats are related! Why would a pastor
want to quit? Why would a pastor find their ministry a discouragement? It is because in America we have placed a lot of emphasis on
growth and success, and in churches, we measure that growth in the
number of people that sit in our pews.
When I pastored a church, it was hard not to allow numbers to impact your attitude about ministry.
Whenever you would see another peer, they would
ask the question, “How is your church doing?” The
answer most gave directly related to attendance or
new converts. We are excited to brag about new or
younger members, new buildings and new ministries. But is this really the measure of ministry?
If you are a pastor of a church that is in decline
or has ceased to grow in numbers here is some
good news. In most cases, it isn’t the pastor’s fault!
Frankly, when we look at the whole phenomenon
The American Church Magazine®

of the decline of the church in America, there are
many reasons. Our society has changed. We no longer value a message from one in authority. Instead,
many value a great show and a captivating sermon.
We want our preachers to make us laugh and cry
and be very entertaining. A hundred years ago,
church members didn’t have much of a choice. They
went to their local church regardless of the quality
of the music or the sermon. Now, for those American’s that still want to go to church, they tend to go
to larger churches because they want a great show.
They will get in their car and drive past dozens of
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They’re “spiritual but not religious.” They’re eager to talk about God,
but done sitting through sermons.
Want to reach young adults? Start a conversation.
They’re looking to participate, not to be an audience. So let them ask hard questions.
Grapple with tough stuff. Discover how God is reaching out to them.
And Lifetree Café is all about conversation.
Relaxing around tables, Lifetree participants hear inspiring stories,
tell their own stories…and draw closer to God and each other.
On college campuses, at coffee shops, and even in churches,
life-changing conversations are underway.
When you’re ready to connect, connect with us.
We’ll help you provide tested, ready-to-go, hour-long
guided conversations that let young adults experience
God in a fresh, new way.
Call 877-476-8703 or visit Discover.LifetreeCafe.com
to learn more.
“ D o i n g l i f e . D o i n g g o o d .”

Lifetree Café is now available in Canada!

Discover.LifetreeCafe.com
Copyright © 2013 Group Publishing, Inc.

*Projected 2025 church attendance from George Barna’s Revolution
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churches in order to attend a mega-church or one
that is centered around a specific personality (even
if it is simply watching their magnetic pastor on a
very large screen that is simulcast from across town
or across the nation). They want a church that offers
a Saturday night service, or a great youth program.
Many mega-churches have many specialized ministries that are attracting Christians throughout the
area.
I have discovered that many pastors serving
declining churches find themselves easily angred
over the mega-churches that are drawing away their
members. Most pastors know they can’t compete,
and the more some try, the more they risk angering many of their regular foundational members
who don’t want their worship services or ministries
to change. Anger accomplishes nothing. Our society has changed. Technology is relevant for many
people, and they are attracted to great technology,
multi-media, video, sound, and lights.
Don’t be mistaken, mega-churches are not
the real problem, nor are they the reason for your
church’s decline. American Christian’s are not flocking to the mega-church or multisite church either,
although it seems like it. The fact is a small percent
of our memberships are moving to mega-churches,
but many more are simply dropping out. Each year
our nation’s population goes up a few percent, and
the number of Christians attending church, any
church, drops by a couple of percent. Most Americans no longer want to “join” any institution. Membership and attendance for the PTA, Girl Scouts,
Shriners, Optimist Clubs, Masons, etc., is a small
fraction of what it was back in the 70’s.
American’s have changed the way they receive
information. They no longer look to experts with answers no matter how magnetic or regardless of how
great the show. They prefer to connect on a very
personal, one-on-one, level. This is why newspapers
and magazines have fewer readers and why even
network TV is in decline. And this is why Facebook
has grown, allowing people to connect and communicate, using new technology devices, to a small
circle of family and friends. So, realize your church is
in good company. You haven’t done anything wrong,
things have simply changed.
Embrace your calling and serve the Lord where
He has placed you. Those people in your pews may
be declining in number and increasing in age, but
they also NEED and DESERVE to be ministered to.
Many have been faithful to their Lord and to His
The American Church Magazine®

church for decades. They deserve to worship in a
way and in a place that they feel connected to God.
What about you? I know it is hard to see other
churches around you sucking members from the
churches around them as they grow and you church
declines. If you are serving an older congregation, it
can be frustrating to look out over a crowd of grey
hair, void of children. However, if God called you to
serve your present church, He will sustain you. You
ARE a success, and you ARE a hero for following His
call.
I love movies about WWII, and one of the greatest is “A Bridge Too Far”. If you have ever seen the
movie, Allied Forces dropped troops in several key
places along a highway to take bridges as the British armor forces drove up in support. However, as
the title of the movie suggests, the plan was too
ambitious, and they went a bridge too far. It was
the British 1st Airborne Division that was assigned
the bridge at Arnhem. They simply couldn’t hold on
until the tanks and reinforcements arrived. After ten
days of fighting, they had to be evacuated. However,
they would have to leave their wounded behind.
They needed someone to volunteer to stay with the
wounded. Those that volunteered to stay were the
medics and the chaplains. They stayed because the
wounded and dying needed them. It meant they
would lose their freedoms. They risked death and at
best obligated themselves to serve out the war in a
harsh prisoner of war camp.
Would you say these men were failures? They
weren’t getting promotions or praise from their
leaders. They didn’t get invited to speak at the next
conference or convention, nor were they writing
or selling books. But they were the best of the best
pastors, staying with their wounded and dying flock.
Sometimes you just have to realize that what
you are doing is important even if it doesn’t get
noticed in a society focused on material wealth and
capitalistic growth. And, unfortunately, you can’t
depend upon your denomination or your peers to
give you that needed pat on the back. You have to
know that the Lord has your back, and you need
to remind yourself that you minister for Him to the
flock He has set before you.
So look up! You are right where God wants you,
doing exactly what He wants you to do. Take pride
in ministering to the flock he has given you, and
serve the Lord with gladness!
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No Longer Church As Usual

ARE YOU UNUSUAL?
By Tim Kurtz

M

y monthly contribution to The American Church Magazine is
No Longer Church As Usual. The questions that need to be addressed
are, “What is an unusual church in this day and age?” and “What is it
that makes a church no longer the usual?” Often when people hear the
statement, “No longer church as usual” they give verbal assent to the
statement and respond by expressing a barrage of things they believe
are wrong with the church.
To them, this phrase articulates their often
unexpressed dissatisfaction with the system of
church they know. They want something different,
but rarely do they know how to articulate it. Among
those I serve, some believe that simple things like
eliminating Sunday School in lieu of Children’s
Church, or having a Praise Team rather than a choir,
or by allowing questions during a sermon is what No
Longer Church As Usual reflects. Others have tried
to define it by doing things that are self-serving and
labeling it under the banner of being ‘unusual’. All of
these fall short of the real impetus of what ‘no longer church as usual’ means. In light of this, I believe
I need to be clear as to what I mean by this phrase.
I have been using the term, NO LONGER
CHURCH AS USUAL for about eight years. It is the
title of my book, and is the underlying theme for my
ministry work. Admittedly, my understanding of this
The American Church Magazine®

phrase has matured over the years. It is more about
who we are than what we do. I pray that by the time
you finish reading this, you will understand why
there is, and should be more ‘unusual’ churches in
America.
First let’s look at what the church was intended
to be. She is the Bride of Christ (Revelation 21:9).
The church is the pillar and ground of the truth
(1Timothy 3:15). Jesus identifies with the church
so much that we refer to it as the Body of Christ
(Ephesians 1:22-23). The church has been given
the authority to release the wisdom of God (Ephesians 3:10). From the first use of the word church in
scripture we can glean what the original purpose of
the church was, and be able get a glimpse of how
today’s churches may or may not line up with that
purpose. When I use the term, No Longer Church
As Usual, I am referring to churches – assemblies of
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believers – who are no longer entrapped by modern
standards of ‘churchianity’ that have weakened and
made the church ineffective.
Matthew 16:13-18 is often quoted to express
the truth that Jesus Christ alone is building His
Church. But when you read this passage, did you
note that Jesus did not take the time to define
what a ‘church’ was? He simply said that He would
build His Church and there is no indication that the
disciples or those around Him failed to understand
what He meant. Jesus Christ’s earthly ministry
existed during the time of the Roman Empire. The
Romans were more civil than the three empires that
preceded them. They borrowed some of the methodologies of the Greeks, including the concept of ‘a
called out assembly’ or ekklesia. The ekklesia was
clearly known by the disciples and to the people of
Jesus’ day as an arm of the government that insured
that the policies and decrees of the Roman government were enacted. This historical understanding
of the word ekklesia is the first step to opening our
understanding of what Jesus intended His church to
be. The church represents the Kingdom of God in
the earth. In the same way that the Roman ekklesia
was to ensure that the policies of the governor of
Rome were enacted, the Lord’s ekklesia (His church)
is the only arm of the Kingdom of God that is to
ensure that the policies and decrees of heaven are
enacted and enforced in the earth (Matthew 6:10;
Ephesians 3:10).
If the first mention of the church reveals her
purpose, I conclude that ‘church as usual’ should be
a reflection of the Lord’s original intent. However,
the opposite is true. We have become accustomed
to a church that is void of eternal purpose and
power and have accepted that as usual. What is the
normal and usual in many modern churches fails to
live up to the church that Jesus declared the gates
of hell could not overcome. In comparison to many
contemporary churches, a church that is considered
to be No Longer Church As Usual is one that pursues
the Lord’s purpose rather than modern religious
traditions. Below are four areas that I believe qualifies a church to be considered, No Longer Church As
Usual in this day and age.

How will you
reach them...
ĂŌĞƌ the service?
SPREAD THE WORD…
with One Call Now Voice, Text and
Email messaging for churches.
Visit us online at onecallnow.com or
call 877-698-3262 to learn more.
201208LS259

onecallnow.com

1. THE MONEY ISSUE. Today, most churches
are well structured organizations. This is the
norm. This is the usual. They preach Christ,
but are bogged down in self-preservation.
They must constantly raise funds for salaries
The American Church Magazine®
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and buildings. This often lends itself to compromise in order to meet weekly, monthly,
or annual budgets. There is an endless list
of methodologies used to coerce people to
donate money – some good, some unethical. We are so used to this, that we have
become deaf to the barrage of fund raising
tactics. We believe this is the normal way of
doing ‘church business’. It is fundraising as
usual. Yet, in the first century, this type of
fundraising would have been totally out of
the question. Giving was without coercion,
and it reflected the heart of the giver (2Corinthians 9:6-8). Space will not allow me to
give details, but suffice it to say that in order
to be an unusual church in contemporary
times, you must revisit how money is collected and distributed.
2. COMPROMISE. The normal and usual mindset of those in the modern church today is
a far cry from believers in the first church. A
spirit of compromise, guised as religious tolerance has found a place in the church. This
spirit is destroying the Body of Christ piece
by piece. It is a slow bleed. Little by little
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the life of what should be a vibrant church
is being drained by this crafty spirit. The sad
truth is that most people have no clue they
are compromising. Sadly, some vehemently
deny this assertion. At the same time, we
find churches attempting to adapt to the
contemporary culture. Unfortunately, their
way of adapting is to accept new church
fads, or to embrace so-called progressive
thinking which is, in my opinion, often an
excuse for accepting irrational, immoral,
and unethical behavior under the socially
acceptable banner of human rights. Instead
of pursing Christ, they want to be accepted
by their culture. This, too often, is church as
usual. In the first century, believers wanted
to be accepted by Christ alone. Today, we
must understand to be considered ‘no
longer church as usual’ may come with the
price of being ostracized by world systems.
3. GIMMICKS. There was a church in our area
that used several extreme tactics to draw
new members. In their home groups, they
offered ‘wine tasting’ and a Sunday morning
message was given by a person who gave
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their life story through the tattoos covering
their body. I recently read of a church offering beer as a way to attract young adults. I
imagine you may be aware of other bizarre
tactics being used to attract people.The
message of Christ has too often been lost
in gimmicks and pageantry. Churches compete with each other simply to get people
to fill their pews. Billboards, brochures,
pamphlets, and more announce the latest
thing in an attempt to build membership.
The message of Christ has been reduced to
a product. To be ‘no longer church as usual’
the Gospel of Jesus Christ – crucified, buried
and risen – must be the only message.
4. DILUTING THE GOSPEL. This leads to the final issue on my list. What is being preached
today is a far cry from the Gospel. Paul said
that the gospel is the power of God for
salvation (Romans 1:16). Yet, a recent article
stated that many pastors admit that very
few people are being saved in their churches. Week after week, people attend some
variation of ‘church’ and cherry pick from
the message whatever is the most beneficial
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to them. They get excited about the style
of the message more than the message
itself. Religion causes people to gravitate to
legitimate truths that have been reduced to
religious fads. We have become so accustomed to the minimal effect of the gospel
we preach, that we have created doctrine to
justify our incompetence. To be ‘no longer
church as usual’, we must preach the Gospel as outlined in scripture and expect to
see lives changed as a result (1Corinthians
15:1-4).
The church system most of us are familiar with
will soon have its theological and structural foundations challenged. It will be shaken to its core. Everything that can be shaken, will be shaken (Hebrews
12:27). This shaking will begin in the House of God
(Ezekiel 9:5-6; 1Peter 4:17). Programs and events
will not survive it. I believe there will soon be a day
when there will be a clear line between those who
serve God and those who want the approval of the
world (Malachi 3:16-18). Only what’s built upon
the Word of God will survive. The shaking that is
coming is not from the devil, it is God speaking to
dislodge worldly systems from
His Church. Jesus is still building
His Church – His way in the 21st
Century. To build a strong church,
He is shaking out the fluff that
has become the traditions of
men (Matthew 15:2-9).
I believe a generation of
churches is emerging who desire
to see the purposes of God fulfilled in the earth. They are fruitful. They multiply. They are filling
and replenishing the earth. They
go into all the world to make
disciples of all nations. They have
become free from the trappings
of being the world’s version of
a successful church in order to
become the Lord’s idea of a powerful and effective church. They
will be living examples of what it
means to be No Longer Church
As Usual.
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Article

Great Speaker.
Lousy Leader.
By Thom Schultz

P

astor Bob really knows how to captivate an audience with his
sermons. People say he’s a “great communicator.” And many people
assume that Pastor Bob’s eloquence also means he’s a great leader
of his people.

But, actually, when it comes to leadership, Pastor Bob is a train wreck. He may be called the “lead
pastor,” but he doesn’t lead. His staff members and
volunteers, though they admire his speaking skills,
feel detached, misunderstood, unappreciated,
under-communicated to, under-supported, and
aimless.
How can this be? It’s a matter of gifting. Many
who have been given great oratorical gifts often
seem to lack leadership gifts. (And vice versa.)
These two giftings do not share the same characteristics or basic core elements. So it really should be
no wonder that that the two do not often appear
dominantly in the same person.
Those considered as gifted speakers are usually
highly artistic. They excel in the performance art
of public speaking. They’re entertaining, and often
inspiring. They instinctively know how to assemble
and deliver a spoken message that will captivate an
audience.
Those who exhibit great leadership gifts excel
in the disciplines of administration, asset allocation, human relations, goal-setting, vision-casting,
and problem-solving. They instinctively know how
The American Church Magazine®

to enlist and empower a team to accomplish great
things together.
When it comes to these two gifts, it often seems
the more a person is gifted in one, the less he or
she is gifted in the other. And this gift allocation
is not limited to ministry settings. Think of those
gifted in the performance art of acting. Few of the
great actors would make outstanding company
leaders. And few great CEOs would excel in a lead
role on stage or screen. They’re just not wired that
way.
There are exceptions, of course. But, for the vast
majority, it’s unrealistic to assume these two gifts
get automatically and abundantly bundled into the
same person.
So, how does a ministry provide great messages
and great leadership? Well, training can help. But
usually the situation calls for the realization that
different people are required for different roles.
In many churches that means the main speaker/
preacher needs to acknowledge a deficiency in
leadership disciplines, and allow others to provide
leadership services.
That may require some serious self-examination.
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Look for natural tendencies. For example, good leaders instinctively:
• Select staff whose expertise
exceeds the leader’s.
• Meet regularly (weekly)
with staff members to support, encourage, evaluate,
and coach.
• Listen to staff’s personal
concerns and pray with
them.
• Generously give away
responsibility and power to
others.
• Promptly address staff performance issues, individually, face to face, with tact
and love.
• Clearly and simply communicate the mission and
vision to all.
• Allocate resources (people,
things and money) according to the mission’s priorities.
• Promote necessary change,
and pro-actively manage
the ever-present change
resisters.
• Creatively solve problems.
• Resolve conflicts.
• Keep cool under pressure.
• Personally accept responsibility when things fail; give
credit to the team when
things succeed.
• Exude servanthood.
• Learn from others.
• Listen abundantly.
• Pray consistently.
Give thanks for the gifts God
has given you. And give thanks for
the gifts God has given to somebody else.
“Just as a body, though one,
has many parts, but all its many
parts form one body, so it is with
Christ.”
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Navigating Transitions

How to Hire an
Intentional Interim
Pastor: Part 1
By Lavern Brown

Y

ou’ve gone over the checklist.1 It’s clear that the issues leading to your pastor’s resignation have scraped and bruised the congregation. People have been injured, the leaders are reeling and the
church needs restructuring.
After prayer, discussion, and consultation the decision makers agree: we need an intentional interim
pastor. Much to your surprise they ask, “Will you
take the lead in helping us find someone?”
Now what?
There’s a lot riding on this. Choose a skilled
practitioner, and your church will pave the way to
a productive future. Retain someone who lacks the
experience and training your church will need might
set your next settled pastor up to be an unintentional interim.
In this article series I‘ll suggest a step-by-step
method to finding the right interim pastor for your
congregation. This article will guide you through
three questions you need to answer before working
your network to find an intentional interim pastor.
First, what kind of interim pastor does your
church need? Second, what does it cost to retain an
intentional interim pastor? Third, how do we prepare the congregation for the transition period?

are simple, bold and straightforward. Others are
nuanced, intriguing and fun to be seen with. But
they’re all variations on one of three roasts: strong
(dark roast), medium and mild (light roast).
When you‘re ordering up an intentional interim
pastor you need to know what strengths to look for.
Pulpit supply pastors preach on Sunday while the
Pastor Search committee looks for the next pastor.
Supply pastors may participate in worship planning
and a light duty during the week, but little else.
Interim pastors fill the pulpit on Sundays and carry some administrative load, contribute as needed in
leadership meetings and may even provide pastoral
care and counseling.
Intentional interim pastors are interventionists.
This is the “strongest brew.” It may be too much for
some churches. But if your church meets more than
a couple of the 12 criteria2 this is what you‘ll need.
They will help your church identify the two to four
biggest problems that need solving, and then guide
your church into discovering the solutions.

What kind of interim pastor?
Interim pastors are the Starbucks menu. They
come in different flavors, colors and sizes. Some

What does it cost to retain an interim pastor?
Money may be a concern, especially if you need
an interventionist. The troubles that brought you to
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this point may be accompanied by a decline in revenue. Happily, interim pastors, especially interventionists, typically charge far less than what they‘re
worth.
A far more important question is the cost to the
church of not hiring an interim pastor. If you by-pass
an intentional interim pastor (because of costs involved) and proceed directly to a search for the next
settled pastor you forfeit a great deal:
• Conflict resolution, organizational assessment, mission development, strategic planning and grief recovery skills.
• Change management skills, which will be
extremely important when solutions are
applied to longstanding, deep-seated problems.
• System-wide strategic training for the leadership team.
• The increased likelihood of an unsatisfactory search process results (a bad hire could
devastate the church).
As a general rule of thumb an interventionist
should receive a salary similar to your departing
pastor’s. If significant travel is involved, you‘ll need
to compensate for travel and lodging. If the budget
can’t bear these costs, consider a part-time position
(in exchange for part-time hours) or deferred compensation.
An intentional interim pastor who commutes
several hundred miles – making it difficult to travel
home during the week – needs special consideration. Being on the ground 3 weeks per month and
one week away is draining but doable.
Whatever you do, don‘t entertain the idea of
“going cheap.” Trying to save money to “put the
pastor‘s salary in the bank” dishonors the interim
pastor who will sacrifice and deal with plenty of
problems for your church’s benefit.
How do you prepare the congregation?
Tell them up front that everyone will need at
least one fruit of the Spirit – patience! A good measure of faith will be required, too.
Successful transitions take time. A church facing significant challenges could take 24 months to
transition to health. Healthy congregations may only
take 8 to 12 months. Most churches will require 15
to 18 months.
The church‘s leaders should frame this as an
The American Church Magazine®

opportunity to set the stage for the next decade. Let
them know that at times it may feel like nothing is
happening because a lot of the work is unseen.
Be forewarned: people get frayed when the
search process starts. The search team members
pay a high personal price, progress can seem directionless to those who don’t sit in the long meetings.
Some churches make a crucial mistake at this point:
because they are tired, they settle instead of waiting
for the right pastor.
Summary
Once you’ve decided the church needs an interim pastor, you’ll have to decide what kind you’ll
need. If it turns out that you’ll be calling an intentional interim pastor – an interventionist – then
prepare the congregation for what lies ahead.
Future articles
Future articles in this series will touch on additional steps involved in retaining an intentional
interim pastor who will be capable of providing the
experience, skills and temperament that will be
needed to guide your church to the place where it is
poised for significant ministry under the next settled
pastor. Subjects will include:
• Where do you look for interim pastors?
• What kind of training or certification should
you watch for?
• How do you screen interim pastors?
• Avoiding the “paycheck interim pastors”
• Negotiating terms of employment and writing a Memorandum of Understanding.
So, when the leadership team turns to you and
says, “We want you to lead us to the right person to
guide us through this interim period” you can rest
assured. You’ve got this.
__________________________________
1 “12 Signs It’s Time to Call an Expert” The American Church
Magazine 2:10 (October, 2013), 12-14.
2 See the article in note 1.
3 A “transition” is more than rearranging a few names on
the church’s organizational chart. A transition that is sustainable for the long haul will result in the congregants seeing
themselves, their church and the congregation’s role in God’s
mission in a different light. This is the only lasting solution to
the problems that led to your needing an intentional interim
pastor. This is a challenging and time consuming task.
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